Dubai Plans a Taxi That Skips the Driver, and the Roads
By RUSSELL GOLDMAN
Pilotless drones, capable of carrying one passenger and a small suitcase, are set to begin buzzing above the United Arab Emirates city as early as July.

Before You Take the Trip: How About a Virtual ‘Test Drive’?
Promotions featuring 360-degree videos have become an increasingly popular way for travel companies and tourism boards to entice clients.

IBM wants to bring machine learning to the mainframe
23 seconds agoby Ron Miller
IBM wants to bring machine learning to its traditional mainframe customers, and eventually to any technology with large data stores hidden behind a company firewall in what IBM calls a “private cloud.” Yes mainframes, those ginormous computing machines from an earlier age, are still running inside some of the world’s biggest companies including banks, insurance… Read More

Learner driver ‘platform’ MiDrive loses CEO after raising further £2M
37 minutes agoby Steve O’Hear
MiDrive, a U.K. startup that helps you learn to drive with a driving test app and instructor marketplace, has lost Scott Taylor as CEO, after he departed the company last month. He’s been replaced by Asher Ismail, who previously joined miDrive as COO in May 2016. Curiously, the move comes shortly after miDrive has raised £2 million in further funding. Read More